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Barry Goldwater's book The Conscience of a Conservative Cover of the first editionAuthorBarry Goldwater (nominal)SubjectPolitics, American ConservatismPublisherVictor Publishing Co. [name used by Frank E. Simon, manager of the royal publisher, viz., Publishers Printing Company, Shepardsville, Ky] Publication
date1960Media typePrintPages123OCLC1002492 The Conscience of a Conservative is a 1960 book published under the name of Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater who was the Republican presidential candidate of 1964. He revived the American conservative movement, made Goldwater a political star, and influenced
countless conservatives in the United States, helping lay the groundwork for the Reagan Revolution of the 1980s. [1] The book was written by L. Brent Bozell Jr., brother-in-law of William F. Buckley Jr.[1] Bozell and Buckley had been members of the Yale debate team. They had co-authored the controversial book,
McCarthy and His Enemies, in 1955. Bozell had been Goldwater's speechwriter in the 1950s, and was familiar with many of his ideals. Content The 123-page book covers topics such as education, trade unions and policies, civil rights, agricultural policy and agricultural subsidies, social assistance programs, and income
taxation. The book is considered a significant statement of politically and economically American conservative ideas that would gain influence over the following decades. [1] In his book, Goldwater explicitly states that there are god's laws and god's truths that inform his concept of conservatism and under which the U.S.
should operate. [2] Books of the same name The book, and its pious title, continue to inspire contemporary political commentary. Mayer Schiller (1978), The Conscience (Guilty) of a Conservative In 2007, Paul Krugman titled his own book The Conscience of a Liberal, saying in the introduction that he wanted his work to
position itself as a counterpoint to Goldwater's. [3] Zell Miller (2003), A National Party No More: The Conscience of a Conservative Democrat Wayne Allyn Root (2009), The Consciousness of a Libertarian: Empowering the Citizen Revolution with God, Guns, Gambling &amp; Tax Cuts. Gary Chartier (2011), The
Consciousness of an Anarchist: Why it's Time to Say Goodbye to the State and Build a Free Society Jeff Flake (2017), Consciousness of a Conservative: A Rejection of Destructive Politics and a Return to Principle Later EditionS A Half-Century Edition, edited by C.C. Goldwater (His Granddaughter), with a foreword by
George Will, and an afterword by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. , was published by Princeton University Press in 2007. References ^ a b c Frohnen, Bruce (2006). American Conservatism: An Encyclopedia. Wilmington: Institute of Intercollegiate Studies. pp. 179-80. ISBN 1-932236-43-0. ^ Goldwater, Barry( 1960). The
Consciousness of a Victor Publishing Co. ^ Krugman, Paul (2007). The Conscience of a Liberal. Liberal. York: W.W. Norton &amp; Co. ISBN 0-393-06069-1. External Links Full text: The Consciousness of a Conservative Recovered from In 1960, Barry Goldwater established his brief manifesto in The Consciousness of a
Conservative. Written at the height of the Cold War and in the wake of America's greatest experience with the great government, the New Deal, Goldwater's message was not only remarkable, but radical. He defended the value and importance of conservative principles —freedom, especially among them—in
contemporary political life. Using the principles he advocated in this concise but powerful book, Goldwater fundamentally altered the political landscape of his time—and ours. The book clearly and succinctly establishes [Goldwater's] uncompromising views. Goldwater maintained freedom as the greatest value in
American society: freedom of the law, freedom from government, freedom from anyone else's vision but yours. You can argue with him about the details, but there is something compelling about his quintessentially American notion of self-confidence. — David Ulin, Los Angeles Times The new consciousness of a
conservative takes what could be called the 'anti-fusionist' side in the Goldwater wars... The Consciousness of a Conservative continues to be read today because it is not a political tract, a soulless campaign book of the kind generated by all other modern presidential efforts. — Daniel McCarthy, the American
conservative praised for the original edition: Goldwater's conservatism is not isolationism, nor is it a cold-blooded commitment to the 'have' as against the 'no-has'. It is the creed of a fighter who has a warm heart and a clear mind. — John Chamberlain, Wall Street Journal Praised for the original edition: There is more
severe fact and hard meaning in this little book than will emerge from all the conversations of this year's session of Congress... Senator Goldwater is one of the few authentic conservatives... [H]e has the clarity of courage and the courage of clarity. — George Morgenstern, Chicago Tribune.C. It directs new attention to a
political figure who, though ardent, has never been petty or unfairly partisan. — Max J. Skidmore, European Legacy Top reviews Latest Top Reviews Conscience of a Conservative . . . it's a thoughtful defense of traditional conservatism and a thorough attack on the way Donald Trump is betraying him... Flake is, for most
of 19 years, an ideal public servant. He's an ideological purist, but a temperamental conciliator. On spending and free trade, he takes solitary positions of principle; on immigration, he created difficult bipartisan compromises. — David Brooks, New York Times It's impressive how many influential figures in this skinny he
manages to impale with a stick and then lightly spit roast. He offers a desperate and unyielding indictment of everyone in Congress who accompanied Trump's election. — Jennifer Senior, The New York Times No major Republican elected has provided a broad critique of Trumpism itself. So far, so good. Senator Jeff
Flake's new book, Conscience of a Conservative, is an indictment of Republican cowardice in the face of a hostile ideological takeover. It also represents the greatest act of political bravery of the Trump era. - Michael Gerson, The Washington Post He pressures his colleagues to call Trump's various attacks on
conservatism, democracy and reason. In this regard, the conscience of a conservative may be the clearest and fairest overthrow of Donald Trump of a Republican in office... A conservative's conscience is a lucid look at what afflicts the Republican Party. Flake's new Republic is correct that the market for inclusion and
expansion policy has shrunk, and that Trump poses a singular threat to him. With this book, he put his political career at risk in an attempt to expand it. — USA Today The book attempts to rely on what conservatism means in the era of Donald Trump, and its power comes from Flake's poll of his party's complicity in
Trump's rise. . . It is true that, for all of Trump's denunciations, it is still unclear how up-and-coming conservative politicians will map a future in opposition to Trump, and what form a Republican resistance adrift the Party can take. Flake's book is a start. -The New Yorker Flake, a NeverTrumper from the start, has written
by far the harshest anti-Trump criticism that has not yet been delivered by a Republican politician who currently holds high office. — New York Flake is taking a stand that only a few conservatives are willing to take publicly. — Forbes In the most notable example of trump-bashing public, Senator Jeff Flake of Arizona is
targeting the president. The flake time is channeling the rich tradition of his state as Western outsiders. — Los Angeles Times Flake's 136-page manifesto doesn't throw punches... There are humanizing elements and personal reflections throughout that give a glimpse of how your education and faith have shaped your
conservative worldview. — NPR Jeff Flake is the junior united states senator from Arizona. He is a fifth-generation Arizonan who was raised on a cattle ranch in Snowflake, a town named in part for his great-grandfather. Prior to his election to the U.S. Senate, Flake served in the U.S. House of Representatives from 2001
to 2013, representing the East Valley. Jeff Flake and his wife, Cheryl, live in Mesa and have five children. PREFACE TO STAND ALONE I'll start by saying that I regret to write this book. I regret because your need is a sign that the American conservative movement, which has been a force for the good of our country
and for the world, is lost. This book aims to describe how it went wrong, and why, and how it can correct the course. Given the state of our policy, it is no exaggeration to say that this is an urgent matter. Conservatives can't hold anyone else responsible for that. It's a crisis of our own. The good news is that fixing
American conservatism is of vital importance to our civic and eminently achievable well-being. But for that, we have to be honest about what happened. I'm a committed conservative. This means that I believe in the power of conservative principles to transform lives, erect countries, alleviate suffering, and make people
prosperous and free. I strongly believe that, given the choice between free markets and free minds versus more government control over our lives, the United States will almost always choose the conservative path. But the question has become: will conservatives choose the conservative path? Or, instead, will we
sacrifice the principle to do what is easier and more politically convenient? When it comes to the 2016 election, well, we already have the answers. As the conservative principle receded, something new and troubling took its place. Going forward, these questions remain open, the answers remain uncertain, and the first
signs are worrisome. I grew up on a cattle farm in northern Arizona, where conditions were Spartan and life was what you did. This experience has taught me the value of being alone sometimes, and it has everything to do with why I'm writing this book. And for the ultimate example in being alone, we conservatives owe
a great debt to an imposing figure from Arizona, Senator Barry Goldwater, who for more than fifty years was alone when it was extremely difficult to do so, and in doing so began a movement of conservatives that twenty years later would see the election of one of our greatest presidents Ronald Reagan. That this book
takes its name from Senator Goldwater's seminal book is a tribute to his fierce independence and visionary leadership. Goldwater's fight was for the soul of the country, and so, too, it's ours. When he wrote this in his own time, he might as well have written this in ours: Although we conservatives are deeply convinced that
our society is sick, and we know that Conservatism holds the key to national salvation —and we are sure that the country agrees with us—we seem unable to demonstrate the practical relevance of conservative principles to the needs of the day. The effect Goldwater has had on my state and the way Americans think
about his relationship with his government cannot Exaggerated. It is our relationship with our government and with the american freedom institutions that are now under severe stress.   This conservatism has become compromised by other powerful forces —nationalism, populism, xenophobia, extreme partisanship, even
celebrity—explains part of how and why we lost our way. That we, who call ourselves conservatives, have been willing partners in this commitment explains the rest.   It doesn't have to be like this. In fact, it just can't be like that.   From now on, in that Americans have the benefit of conservative principles, we must once
again have the benefit of truly conservative leadership. Conservative leadership without shame, without fear and without reservation. But almost two decades after the new century, we conservatives suffered a crisis of confidence, which in turn led to a crisis of principles. In the 2016 election campaign, it was as if we no
longer had the courage of our convictions and so we chose to simply abandon conviction altogether, instead occupying an unknown flag and a new set of values that had never been ours.   That an enigmatic Republican candidate managed to become president doesn't solve anything in terms of the future of American
conservatism. In fact, a riddle by definition is a puzzle, and puzzles must be solved. We, as conservatives and as Americans, have much to resolve, restore principles and look to the future.   Politicians can be similar creatures, often prone to take the path of least resistance. I understand the impulse and i have often
sought that well trodden path myself. I must say, it would have been much easier for me to have taken that path this time too and fallen in line with the majority of my party. But in good conscience, I couldn't. The stakes, for the future of conservatism and for the future of our country, are simply too high. High.
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